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peak, putting everything from favorite outfits to

HOLIDAYS STAINStreasured table linens at a greater than usual risk
Steps to Effective Removalfor spots and stains, observes The Soap and

Detergent Association. KID DECOR
Stains should be treated as soon as possible, Home Furnishings Are Child's Play 2

preferably before they have dried. Gently sponge
the stain. Avoid rubbing, it can spread the stain LAMINATES AT YOUR FEET

and/or damage the fabric. When in doubt about the A New Concept in Flooring 2

stain's origin, rinse or soak in cold water before
laundering or applying a stain remover. Washable VIDEOCONFERENCE '97

items should be laundered after treatment to Cleaning Products ...In Our Homes,
In Our Environment 3remove residues of the stain and stain remover.

»

Heavy stains may require a prewash or presoak.^

MISCELLANY
Prewash soil and stain removers work particularly Food Carriers to Go 4

well on oil-based stains, such as cooking oils, Sounding the Alarm for CO Detectors 4
cosmetics and animal fats, and on polyester fibers. Recipe for Safer Cooking 4
Prewash products are available in pump spray, Getting Steamed 4

liquid, stick, gel or aerosol forms. The stick and gel
versions are great for instant treatment, because Q&A

they can be left on the garment for up to a week. SDA Answers Your Questions 5

Sprays or liquids should be used to pretreat stains
WHAT'S NEW? 5just prior to washing.

Chocolate or protein stains, such as baby
"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS 6formula, dairy products, eggs and blood, should be

treated using an enzyme presoak. These granular
products are used to soak laundry prior to washing.
Follow the label directions as to soaking time and
temperature - generally, a 30-minute or longer
period in warm or cool water. Spin or wring the
solution out of the garment before beginning the Launder using liquid household bleach (sodiumwash cycle. If the stain still remains, rewash, using

hypochlorite), if safe for the fabric, or color-safea bleach safe for the fabric.
(oxygen) bleach.For beverage stains, including coffee, tea,soft

Drying in a dryer can permanently set any staindrinks, wine and alcoholic beverages, sponge or
that is not completely removed. To avoid this,soak the stain in cool water. Pretreat with a
check carefully after washing. If the stain is stillprewash stain remover, liquid laundry detergent, or
visible, pretreat and launder again. .

a paste of granular laundry detergent and water.
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KID DECOR LAMINATES AT YOUR FEET
Home Furnishings Are Child's Play A New Concept in Flooring

The birth rate is holding steady, Baby Boomers are Laminated flooring, which has been popular in
having children, and today's grandparents tend to Europe for years, is now making news in the United
be more affluent than those of the previous States. Although it comes in a range of designs,
generation. All this adds up to a boom in home the versions that resemble a true wood floor are

furnishings for children. particularly appealing.
When it comes to furniture, pieces that offer To create this type of flooring, several layers are

multi-function sleep/storage/study areas are bonded together so they become one solid piece.
popular, reports The Soap and Detergent The top layer is a protective transparent coating.
Association. Easy-clean surfaces and plenty of Next comes a kraft paper imprinted with a
places to stash things means these storage units photograph of wood, marble or other surface which
are parent-friendly, too. Storage and work units are is bonded to a core layer. This core provides much
designed to accommodate computer hardware and of the resilience, sound and moisture protection.
software, plus other audio/video equipment. Many The final backing layer provides stability.
include predrilled escape holes for wire Laminated flooring is stronger than the laminate
management. Other space saving ideas, such as commonly used for countertops. It can usually be
underbed drawers or hutch-style headboards, are laid over existing flooring, including vinyl, wood,
welcome at a time when the second bedroom in linoleum, ceramic tile and chipboard or concrete
many U.S. homes is no larger than 10' x 12'. Bunk subfloors. However, when it is laid directly on
beds, loft systems with a caster bed underneath concrete, the sound that is produced when it is
and mates beds provide additional sleeping space walked on is "hollow" as compared to wood.
for a sibling or friend. Laminated flooring is waterproof, which means it

With Christmas coming, would-be Santas can can be used in bathrooms, provided a waterproof
look to room accessories with high kid appeal. silicons sealant is used around the edges of the
Interactive rugs with a bird's eye view draw the room. Some manufacturers offer coordinated
child into a miniature world of towns, farms, doll moldings, plus instructions and tools fordo-it-
houses and racetracks. Some are scaled to match yourselfers. Others recommend professional
popular toys, such as Barbie dolls and Matchbox installation only.
cars; others come with their own custom-scaled Because these laminates have a sealed surface,
toys. Still others feature boards from children's it is difficult for dirt and dust to adhere to them.

games. Most of these rugs are made from tufted Ordinary vacuuming and wiping with a damp mop
nylon; some are protected with a Scotchgard finish. or cloth will keep the surface clean, reports The

While licensed designs continue to be hot in the Soap and Detergent Association. However, heavier
decorative bedding area, generic designs are soils or stains require special treatment. Spills may
increasingly important. Crayon patterns, puzzle need to be cleaned up with an all-purpose floor
prints, hearts and sports motifs are just a few of the cleaner or warm water and ammonia. For tar,
choices. For a totally coordinated room, decorative crayon, lipstick, shoe polish, ink, carbon, nail
pillows, drapes and valances are now available. polish, asphalt or cigarette stains refer to the care

Storage containers in primary colors and jewel guide that should be provided with the flooring.
tones make getting organized a more cheerful task. Candle wax and chewing gum should be allowed to
Many are designed to accommodate specific harden, then carefully scraped off with a dull, blunt
possessions, such as Sega equipment, video scraper. These floors should never be sanded,
tapes, Legos, baseball caps and magazines. lacquered or waxed. .
Compartmentalized bins hold trinkets and knick-
knacks. Because many children find opening
drawers difficult, at least one manufacturer offers a
line of vertical and horizontal stacking cubes. .
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videoconference! You'll get the roster of speakers...
a marketing packet for promoting the videoconference in
your community . . . complete site facilitator's how-to
information . . . and much more!
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An Interactive Featured on the Program:
A Look To The Future: A discussion of consumer trends

Videoconference that affect environmental issues, cleaning products and
community outreach programs.

April 17,1997 Formulating Cleaning Products: Hear from the experts
about what goes into formulating cleaning products with

1:00 pm - 4:00 pm Eastern Time human and environmental safety in mind.

Using and Disposing of Cleaning Products: Discover
Sponsored by strategies for safe and effective product and package use,The Soap and Detergent Association
USDA Cooperative State Research, waste reduction and disposal.

Education and Extension Service Community Outreach: A look at innovative communityUniversity of Maryland Cooperative
Extension Service education programs that work!

Product Update: Hear about the newest developments
in hard surface cleaners, laundry, dishwashing and persona
care products, including package innovations. Learn about
issues that impact product innovation, such as antimicrobial
products and energy efficient washing machines andNo cost to downlink! dishwashers.
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Oe^°P enta\Sessionpro &w
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fencesf

Sc\ Mail or fax this completed form to: The Soap and Detergent Association
475 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
Fax:212-213-0685

-OR-

Register at our website: http://www.agnr.umd.edu/events/satvid.html



MISCELLANY Recipe for Safer Cooking ) .

Cooking is the number one cause of residential
Food Carriers to Go

fires in almost every state and locality, warns The
User-friendly insulated carriers that go everywhere, Soap and Detergent Association. To prevent a
from picnic to PTA supper, are fast replacing rigid cooking fire, stay in the kitchen and keep an eye on
coolers and lunch boxes, notes The Soap and the cooking. To avoid spills, be sure pot handles
Detergent Association. These new soft-sided are turned inward. Wear garments with short or
carriers are designed to keep hot foods hot and close-fitting sleeves. Keep curtains, towels and
cold foods cold for up to two hours. There are potholders clear of flames and hot surfaces. Store
many versions, including collapsible coolers, flammables, such as gasoline and cleaning
backpacks and nylon lunch kits. One company solvents, away from heat sources. Because grease
produces a line of insulated carriers that fit a catches fire easily, the cooking surface, the range
popular line of oven-to-tableware baking dishes and the hood should be clean and grease-free. A
and bowls. Lids are included so food transportation fire extinguisher and a working smoke detector are
is safe and spill-proof. essential kitchen accessories.

Other specialty carriers include a baby bottle Know what to do if a fire should occur. Use a pot
sack which keeps formula at the right temperature lid to smother a grease or oil fire. Extinguish other
for several hours. Bikers and hikers will welcome food fires with baking soda. Never carry a flaming
cooler packs that are meant to be worn around the pot outside or use water on a cooking fire. if an
waist and include side water bottle pockets and oven or broiler fire occurs, smother it by keeping
water bottles. Another cooler has a removable the door shut and turning off the heat. Call the fire
plastic interior for easy cleaning and compartments department immediately if your preventive
for separate cold and dry areas, plus shoulder measures do not extinguish open flames.
straps for easy carrying.

Getting Steamed
Sounding the Alarm for CO Detectors Reports show that although 61% of the public
Innovative features and manufacturers' efforts to dislikes ironing, consumers still purchase 14 million
educate consumers have spawned increased sales to 16 million irons per year. With these statistics in
of carbon monoxide (CO) detectors, according to mind, it should come as no surprise that
The Soap and Detergent Association. Consumer consumers are looking for irons that perform the
awareness of the need for these detectors is given task quickly and simply, observes The Soap
growing, with one manufacturer reporting letters and Detergent Association. This means an auto off
from consumers that total more than 3,000 lives (prized for its safety aspects), a spray to get out
saved from their detector. wrinkles, a nonstick sole plate for easy gliding and

Battery backup units have become an important easy cleaning, and plenty of steam, including
feature. Some interconnected smoke alarms and adjustable and surge-steam options.
CO detectors can be hooked up to existing security Cordless irons, which account for over 40% of the
systems; if the CO alarm goes off when the market in Japan, are beginning to catch on here.
homeowner is away, it sets off the security system. One manufacturer offers a cord/cordless model,
Digital versions not only sound the alarm but tell allowing consumers to do spot ironing easily. Irons
consumers the exact CO level. with separate steam generating systems are

Although sales increase during the heating popular in Europe, but are, as yet, rare in the
season, manufacturers stress that CO levels are a American market. With this type of system, steam
year 'round problem. Currently, it is estimated that can be used even on delicate items. .

CO detectors are in 10% of residential dwellings
while smoke alarms are in more than 90%.
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

WHAT'S NEW?^-a. &A

SDA Answers Your Questions
The National Association of State Fire Marshals

Q: We recently had a fire. How can I remove (NASFM) and the Association of Home Appliance
the soot and odor from my clothes? Manufacturers (AHAM) joined forces to study the
A: The extent to which soot and/or smoke odor behaviors and profiles of people involved in
can be removed depends on the fabric and the residential cooking fires. As a result, AHAM has
extent of the damage. Laundering suggestions are developed the "Recipe for Safer Cooking," which
given below, however, be aware that some instructs consumers how to cook safely.
smoke-damaged fabrics may not be able to be (AHAM; 20 North Wacker Drive;
restored. Chicago, IL 60606)

Use a laundry detergent and the hottest water
suitable for the fabrics. Repeat the laundering
process until the soot and/or odor are removed - A new addition to the microwave family is the
this could be up to five times. Krisp Microwave. This 900-watt oven is designed

For stubborn stains, use a bleach that is safe for to prepare many foods not often attempted in the
the fabrics. Or, soak the garments overnight, microwave. It can fry foods with little or no oil. The
using a presoak laundry product and following grill option can quickly prepare thin steaks or
label directions. Then, launder as instructed chicken breasts. The "Auto Crisp" setting is
above. designed to provide the proper texture to foods,

such as fresh or frozen pizza and frozen potatoes.
(KitchenAid; 701 Main Street; #9045;

Q: What is color-safe bleach? St. Joseph, MO 49085-1392)
: A color-safe, all-fabric or oxygen bleach is a^1leach that will not harm colored clothes, as

opposed to sodium hypochlorite (also known as Transform any pan into a non-stick pan with
chlorine) bleach which can remove color from Teflon Bakeware Liners. Available in four different

colored fabrics. sizes, these woven sheets are coated on both
Color-safe bleaches use sodium perborate, sides with Teflon non-stick coating. They can be

sodium percarbonate or hydrogen peroxide to placed on top of a cookie sheet or within a cake or
produce the bleaching action. These materials roasting pan, are reusable and can be washed by
provide a more gentle bleaching action than the hand or in the dishwasher. The manufacturer

sodium hypochlorite used in "chlorine" bleach. provides a one-year guarantee.
Color-safe bleach can be added to the washer (DuPont; 1007 Market Street;

with the detergent before adding clothes. It boosts Wilmington, DE 19898)
the cleaning power of the detergent, helps remove
stains and helps keep colors bright. Some
bleaches also contain enzymes for extra stain Those who iron on impulse will welcome the Quick
removal power and optical brighteners to make 'N Easy Iron Line with built-in features that make it
colors appear brighter and whites whiter. Color- easy to iron on an as-needed basis. The steam
safe bleach can be used as a presoak to whiten system automatically produces steam based on

the selected temperature and, to prevent waterand brighten clothes or to remove tough stains. .
spotting, automatically shuts off the steam at low
temperature settings. The Auto Clean system
automatically removes microscopic water and fiber
deposits from the steam valve, thus prolonging the
life of the iron.

(Black & Decker; 6 Armstrong Road; Shelton, CT
Nrt 06484-4797).
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS Attempting to remove spills or stains from a fabric
by wetting a napkin or cloth and rubbing the fabric

Fabrics with glitter glued on the surface should be can cause chafing. Fabric chafing shows up as a
handled with care. Glitter can come off during white, chalky area on one side of a fabric and
normal wear, due to abrasion. Check care labels to happens more frequently on silk, linen and cotton
be sure the garment can be laundered or dry fabrics. It is caused by aggressively rubbing or
cleaned some glues are solvent- or water- brushing a fabric while it is wet. Sometimes it will
soluble and will soften during cleaning, causing the not be noticeable until after the fabric has been

glitter to come off. cleaned.

If the garment is safe for laundering, hand wash Avoid chafing the surface fibers by gently blotting
or use a delicate wash cycle; hang to dry. stains or soils instead of rubbing them

To clean small areas like countertops, spray or gel Product labels are your best source of information
products are convenient and easy to use. To clean for choosing a cleaner. Mildew remover... oven
larger areas, like floors or walls, powders or liquids cleaner... glass cleaner... the name itself usually
mixed in a pail of water are more efficient. says exactly what the product will do. And if the

name doesn't tell you, the back of the label will
explain the type of soils the product is formulated to

To prevent streak marks when cleaning large remove and the surfaces it should or shouldn't be

vertical areas (walls, etc.), start at the bottom and used on. Labels provide just about everything we
work up. Overlap areas as you clean and use a need to know about a cleaning product and its safe
circular motion. and effective use.

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and Detergent Association. Mention of product
names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsement or a guarantee of performance or safety of such products by the Association and/or its
member companies. This paper is made from recycled fibers that include post-consumer waste.
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